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Abstract 
A parallel symmetric multisplitting method for solving a symmetric positive system 
Ax = b is presented. Here the s.p.d. (symmetric positive definite) matrix A need not be 
assumed in a special form (e.g. the dissection form (R.E. White, SIAM J. Matrix Anal. 
Appl. 11 (1990) 69-82). The main tool for deriving our method is the diagonally 
compensated reduction (cf. (0. Axelsson, L. Kolotilina, Numer. Linear Algebra Appl. 1 
(1994) 155-177)). The convergence of the presented parallel symmetric multisplitting 
method is also discussed by using this tool. 0 1998 Elsevier Science. Inc. All rights 
reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
Consider the solution of a large linear system of equations 
Ax = b, (1.1) 
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where A is symmetric positive definite (s.p.d.). The multisplitting method was 
introduced by O’Leary and White [l] and was further studied by many others, 
see e.g. [2-51. But the attention was mainly paid to monotone matrix (in par- 
ticular M-matrix) and H-matrix. Only a few attention was paid to an s.p.d. 
matrix (cf. [6,1,5]) and the practically feasible parallel multisplitting method 
presented in [5] set strict demand on the coefficient matrix A being in the 
dissection form and required the weighting matrices Ek, k = 1, . . . , K, being in 
some special forms. In this paper, by using the diagonally compensated re- 
duction [7] we derive a symmetric multisplitting of a general s.p.d. matrix and 
discuss the convergence of the resulting parallel symmetric multisplitting 
method. 
2. Preliminaries 
We begin with some basic notation. For a matrix A = (aij) E SI?,n.n, A > 0 
dwZt~SnliXinSaij>O,i= l,..., il. 
A matrix A = (aii) E W”,” is called a Z-matrix if aij < 0 for i # j. If A is a 
nonsingular Z-matrix and A-’ > 0, then A is called an M-matrix. A is to be said 
an H-matrix if the comparison matrix (A) = (q) with 
aij = laiil 
C 
for i =j 
-lUijl for i # j 
is an M-matrix. 
A splitting A = M -N of A is called regular if M-’ > 0 and N > 0; (left) 
weak regular if M-’ > 0 and M-‘N B 0; two-side weak regular if it is (left) 
weak regular and NM-’ > 0; convergent if p(M-‘N) < 1. Here p(C) denotes 
the spectral radius of a matrix C. 
We point out that in some literature, what we called a two-side regular 
splitting is known as weak regular splitting, see, e.g. Lanzkron et al. [8], Ortega 
et al. [9] and what we called (left) weak regular splitting is commonly used 
form, see, e.g. Berman and Plemmons [lo]. 
As defined in [l] a multisplitting of A is a collection of triples of matrices 
(Mk, Nk, Ek), k = 1, . . , K, satisfying: 
(i)A=b&-Nk,k= 1 ..,K; 
(ii) Mk is nonsingular ‘for k = 1, . . . , K; 
(iii) Ek,k= l,... , K, are diagonal matrices with nonnegative entries such 
that Cf==, Ek = I. 
Now let us turn to the conception of the diagonal compensation reduction, 
the description of the method of diagonal compensation reduction is word by 
word taken from [7]. Let A be an s.p.d. matrix, let R be symmetric and non- 
negative. Consider the reduced matrix 
B=A-R (2.1) 
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and (arbitrarily) select a positive (weighting) vector v, then define the diago- 
nally compensated reduced matrix of A 
LD+B, (2.4 
where D is a diagonal matrix defined by 
Dv = Rv, (2.3) 
D is the diagona_l compensation matrix for the reduced entry matrix R. Note 
that D 2 0 and Av = Av, then A becomes split as 
A =A^- (D-R). (2.4) 
Since D 2 0, R 2 0 and (D - R)v = 0, D - R is positive_semidefinite. Hence 
A - A is positive semidefinite, and for any eigenvalue &(,(A-‘A) we have 
,@‘A) < 1. (2.5) 
Moreover, let 
2=&f-N (2.6) 
be a symmetric splitting with a positive definite matrix M. Then it holds the 
following convergent splitting result. 
Lemma 1 (cf. [7]). Let A be an n x n s.p.d. matrix and let A^ = D + B be a 
diagonally compensated reduced matrix of A, then 
O<l6j(M-‘A)<IZj(M-‘A^), j= l,...,n 
and thus, the splitting 
A=M-N 
(whereN = A4 - A) is convergent if the splitting A^ = M - % is convergent. 
We note that if the reduced matrix B is a Z-matrix (e.g. all posit$e off-di- 
agonal entries of A_are reduced by the reduced entry matrix R), then A = D + B 
is a Z-matrix too. A -A is positive semidefinite, A^ is a Stieltjes matrix (i.e. A^ is 
an s.p.d. Z-matrix). Hence, A^ is an s.p.d. M-matrix (cf. [l 11). Thus the problem 
of constructing a convergent splitting for an s.p.d. matrix, owing to the Lemma 
1, can always be reduced to that for a Stieltjes matrix which is an s.p.d. M- 
matrix. Henceforth, when we construct a diagonally compensated reduced 
matrix A from an s.p.d. matrix A we will always make A^ a Stieltjes matrix. 
3. Main results 
Let A be an n x n s.p.d. matrix and let (MR, Nk, Ek), k = 1, . . . , K, be a 
multisplitting of A. Then we construct a parallel symmetric multisplitting 
algorithm as follows (cf. [4]). 
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X m+‘=x”‘+G~, (3.1) 
where 
K 
G = ; ~(EkM;’ + MF~E~) and r”‘=b-Ax”, 
k=l 
(3.2) 
the iteration matrix of Eq. (3.1) is 
H=I-GA. 
If G is nonsingular, the iteration can be induced by a single splitting of A 
A = G-’ - G-‘H. 
Now let us determine the multisplitting (Mk, Nk, Ek), k = 1, . . . , K, by using 
the diagonally compensated reduction. Let a diagonally compensated (Stieltjes) 
matrix A of A have been constructed (see Section 2). Let A be partitioned into 
K x K blocks. 
Al -c,2 . . . -clK 
421 A^2 . . . -c, 
. . 
. . 
-cKI -cK2 . . . A^K 
(3.3) 
whereA^Q= l,... ,K, are ni x ni matrices with CE, ni = n. Since A^ is a Stieltjes 
matrix, Ai,i = 1, . . . , K, are Stieltjes matrices too, and Cij = C; > 0, for i # j 
and i,j_= l,..., K. 
Let Ai = Bi - Ci be a splitting of zifor i = 1, . . . , K. We construct a multi- 
splitting (I&,Gk, Ek), k = 1, . . , K, of A in the form: 
h’fk = 
\ 
B1 
& 
-Ck+l,k Bk+l 
- CKk BK 
(3.4) 
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.& = (3.5) 
where 0 <d,‘k’ 6 1, Cf=, dp’ = 1, and Zi, i = 1,. . . , K, are nj x ni identity ma- 
trices. 
Obviously, when a multisplitting (k&, %k, Ek), k = 1, . . . , K, of A^ is defined, a 
multisplitting (k&, Nk, Ek), k = 1) . . . , K, of A, is also @fined. The difference 
between these two multisplittings is that Nk = k?k -A, while Nk = Mk -A, 
k = 1, . . . , K. From Eq. (3.4) we have 
Some simple but tedious matrix manipulations show 
(3.6) 
= > (3.7) i ... i
@=I-GA= 
where 
. . . . . . . . . . . ^ ^ ^ 
h/cl hK2 . . . hia 
(3.8) 
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ill = k (BI’CI + BFTCT) + i$ djl)B;TCljByTCj,, 
J=2 
d(l) 
+ + B;TC12B;‘C,’ + i $ dj’)B;TCljBJTTCj2, 
J=3 
ilK = $1 - d;))B;TCIK +;B-‘CIK 
K-l 
+~~d~l’B~TCj~, 
J=2 
d(l) 
i2, = ; (1 - dj’))B& + ;BTTC2, + +B;‘C21B;‘CI 
+ i $ djZ’BJTTC2jBTTCji, 
J=3 
d(l) 
i22 = k (BT’C2 + BTTC,T) + sBf)C2lBy’Cl2 + ~$d~‘B;‘C2jB~‘Cj2> 
J=3 
d(l) 
hzK = +B;‘c&c~,y + ;(l - df’)B;TC2K +;B;k& 
d@) 
+ TB;TC2~B,TCi + :E dJZ’B;TC2jBJTTCjK, 
J=3 
) . . . ) . . . ) 
d(l) 
hK, = $1 - di))Bi’CKl +iBiTC~l + TB~‘CKIB;‘CI 
+~~d~‘B~‘C,B,‘c,I, 
J=2 
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Theorem 1. Let A be s.p.d., let_;3 be its Stieltjes diagonally compensated reduced 
matriz, its multisplitting (I&, Nk, Ek), k = 1,. . . , K, is in the form (3.4) and (3.5) 
with Ai = Bi - ci being two-side weak regular for i = 1, . . , K. Then G is non- 
singular and p(H) < 1. 
Eroof. Since A^ is a Stieltjes matrix and the splittings A^i = Bi - Ci of 
Ai,i= l,... , K, are two-side weak regular, we have B;’ > 0, B;‘Ci > 0, 
BiTCT 2 0 and Cij 2 0 (i # j) for i, j = 1, . . . , K. It follows from Eqs. (3.7) 
and (3.8) that 
G > 0 and a 2 0. (3.9) 
It is also easy to know from Eq. (3.7) t_at each row of G has__at least one 
nonzero component. Noting Eq. (3.9), A-’ 2 0 and fi = I - GA, it follows 
from Theorem 1 in [4] that G is nonsingular and p(g) < 1. Thus the proof is 
finished. 0 
We now have two single splittings 
A = G-’ - G-‘H and 2 = G-’ - G-‘i) (3.10) 
of A and 2, respectively. Moreover, the latter is convergent, i.e. p(g) < 1. On 
the convergence of our parallel symmetric multisplitting method (3.1) we have 
the following result. 
Theorem 2. Let A be s.p.d., let A^ be a Stieltjes diagonally compensated reduced 
matrix of A and be partitioned into the form (3.3). Assume that A and A^ have 
multisplittings (Mk, Nk, Ek) and (Mk, %k, &), k = 1, . . . , K, respectively, where && 
and Ek are in Eqs. (3.4) and (3.9, respectively, with splittings A^i = Bi - Ci Of 2; 
being two-side weak regular for i = 1, . . . , K. If the matrix G in Eq. (3.7) is s.p.d., 
then the parallel symmetric multisplitting method (3.1) converges. 
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Proof. Theorem 1 implies p(g) < 1 i.e. the splitting A^ = G-’ - G-‘g of 2 is 
convergent. It follows from Lemma 1 that A = G-t - G-‘H a convergent 
splitting of A, i.e. p(H) < 1. Thus, the proof is finished. Cl 
If we restrict the splittings A^i = Bi - Ci of A^i, i = 1, . . . , K, being symmetric, 
then the matrix G in Eq. (3.7) has the form 
G = diag(B;‘, . . . ,I&‘)?; diag(B,l, . . ,Bil), 
where 
G= 
BI 
Jl) 
-+c,* “. 
p 
+ CIK 
(+I) 
-+c21 B2 .‘. 
p) 
+GK 
BK 
(3.11) 
In this case Theorem 2 can be rewritten as follows. 
Theorem 2’. Let A be s.p.d., let A^ be a Stieltjes diagonally compensated reduced 
matrix of A and be partitioned into the form (3.3). Assume that A and A^ have 
muhisphttings (I&, Nk, Ek) and (Mk, %k, I$.), k = 1, . . . , K, respe_ctive/y, where k$ 
and Ek are in Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5), respectively, with splittings Ai = Bi - Ci of Ai 
being symmetric and weak regular for i = 1, . . . , K. If the matrix G in Eq. (3.11) 
is s.p.d., then the parallel symmetric multisplitting method (3.1) converges. 
In order to get a more practically feasible parallel multisplitting algorithm 
we further restrict the weighting matrices Ek, k = 1, . . . , K, in Eq. (3.5) to sat- 
isfy the following conditions. 
Ek = 
where 
dck)I, I 
dck)Ik k 
0 < d!k’ < 1 \,l, edy’ = 1 and 
k=l 
dik) = 0 
J 
for j > k > 
k= l,... ,K; j= l,..., K. (3.12) 
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In this case, the matrix G in Eq. (3.7) has the following simple form 
B;’ + By’ 
G=f 
BK + BiT 
If we restrict in addition the splittings A^[ = Bi - Ci of A^,, i = 1,. . . , K, being 
symmetric, then 
(3.13) 
We now give some examples of symmetric splittings such that G in 
Eq. (3.11) or G in Eq. (3.13) are s.p.d., hence the resulting parallel symmetric 
multispktting method (3.1) converges. 
Let Ai = bC- zi - LT, i = 1, . , K, where bi = diag@), & is the strictly 
lower part of A,. 
(i) Band splitting: A^; = Bi - C?i, where diag(&) = diag(si) and s,is a sym- 
metric band matrix consisting of some (symmetric) diagonals of Ai 
(ii) Jacobi splitting: ii = bi - Si. Obviously, this can be regarded as a special 
case of the band splitting. 
(iii) SSOR splitting: 
We now need a well-known lemma on symmetric H-matrix. We add a proof 
for completeness. 
Lemma 2. Let Y E 9P’ be a symmetric H-matrix with positive diagonal entries, 
then Y is symmetric positive definite. 
Proof. It is well known (cf. [lo]) that an H-matrix is generalized strictly 
diagonally dominant. Thus, for H-matrix Y it exists a diagonal matrix 
D = diag(di, . . ,d,) with di > 0, i = 1,. . , n, such that matrix YD is strictly 
diagonally dominant. Obviously, matrix D-‘YD is also strictly diagonally 
dominant. Since the diagonal entries of D-‘YD are positive and D-‘YD is 
similar to the symmetric matrix Y, all eigenvalues of D-’ XD are positive. Thus, 
matrix Y is s.p.d. and the proof is completed. •i 
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Theorem 3. Let A be s.p.d, let A^ be any Stieltjes diagonally compensated reduced 
matr& of A. Assume A is-partitioned into Eq. (3.3). If a multisplitting 
(k$Nk,E&k= I,... ,K, of A is in the form (3.4) and (3.5) with the splittings 
of Ai, i = 1, . . . , K, being (i) band splittings or (ii) Jacobi splittings. Then the 
resulting parallel symmetric multisplitting method (3.1) according to the 
multisplitting (k&, Nk, Ek), k = 1, . . . , K, of A converges. 
Proof. Since A^ is a StJeltjes matrix, i.e. a s.p.d. Z-matrix, the main submatrices 
Ai,i = 1,. . . , K, of A are all s.p.d. Z-matrices and hence a_‘e all Stieltjes 
matrices. Obviously, in either case (i) or (ii) of splittings Ai = Bi - Ci of 
A^ifOr i= l,... , K, the comparison matrix (G) of the corresponding matrix 6 in 
Eq. (3.11) is a Z- matrix and satisfies (c?) > A^. Hence (c) is a symmetric M- 
matrix, i.e. 6 is a symmetric H-matrix. Since C? has positive diagonal entries, C? 
is s.p.d. by Lemma 2. Moreover, all the splittings Ai = Bi - Ci of 
A^i,i= l,... ,K, in case (i) or (ii) are symmetric and regular (note that in 
either case Bi, i = 1, . . . , K, are Stieltjes matrices and hence are M-matrices). 
Then the conclusion of this theorem follows from Theorem 2’ and the proof is 
finished. Cl 
Since strictly diagonally dominant or irreducibly diagonally dominant 
symmetric matrices with positive diagonal entries are positive definite, we have 
the following result. 
Corollary 1. Let A be symmetric ,with positive diagonal entrt$s and be strictly 
diagonally dominant or irreducibly diagonally dominant. Let A be any Stieltjes 
diagonally compensated reduced matrix of A. Assume A is partitioned into 
form (3.3). If a multisplitting (Mk,tik, Ek), k = 1,. . . , K, of A^ is in the form (3.4) 
and (3.5) with the splittings of Ai, i = 1,. . . , K, being (i) band splittings or (ii) 
Jacobi splittings. Then the resulting parallel symmetric multisplitting method 
(3.1) according to the multisplitting (k&, Nk, Ek), k = 1, . . , K, of A converges. 
Proof. With either assumption on matrix A, it is well known (cf. [I 11) that A is 
s.p.d. Then the conclusion of the theorem follows from Theorem 3. 0 
If we restrict the weighting matrices Ek, k = 1, . . . , K, in the form (3.12), then 
we have the following result. 
Theorem 4. Let A be s.p.d,, let A^ be any Stieltjes diagonally compensated reduced 
mat+ of A. Assume A is-partitioned into form (3.3). If a multisplitting 
(k&Nk,&)rk= I,... ,K, of A is s_uch that Ek are in the form (3.12), && are in 
the form (3.4) with the splittings Of Ai, i = 1, . . . , K, being (i) band splittings or (ii) 
Jacobi splittings or (iii) SSOR splittings with o E (0, 11. Then the resulting 
parallel symmetric multisplitting method (3.1) according to the multisplitting 
(Mk,Nk,Ek),k= l,..., K, ofAconverges. 
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Proof. In all the splittings of zi, i = 1 , . . . , K, for either of the three cases (i), (ii) 
and (iii) (with o E (0, 11) are symmetric and regular and the corresponding 
matrix G in Eq. (3.13) is s.p.d., then by Theorem 2’ we have p(H) < 1. Thus the 
proof is completed. c7 
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